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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(1)

Law enforcement in Canada is not in crisis. Neither crime nor drugs are
out of control. Canadian police are well supported financially, and the
burdens placed on them, though expanding, would seem to be within their
capacities to handle.

(2)

Police activities are only loosely connected to the achievement of public
safety objectives. The fundamental problem is that personnel are not
assigned either to functional tasks or to territorial commands according to
any clear rationale connected with public safety.

(3)

Initiatives under the heading of community-policing are extensive across
Canada, although there is no agreement on programmatic content.

(4)

If community-policing is to become institutionalized, more resources must
be allocated to it, despite the demands from telephone calls-for-service.
It must also be carefully evaluated so experience may be shared and
benefits determined.

(5)

The power and standing of criminal investigators often frustrates attempts
to change police organizations, particularly the role and status of general
duties personnel.

(6)

Decentralization of operational command, especially to territorial areas,
is more apparent than actual. In order for devolution of command
responsibilities to occur, management systems must be changed.

(7)

Civilian review of the behavior of individual police officers is expanding
and will become standard in Canadian policing.

(8)

The issue of accountability is gradually widening to include, first, police
responsiveness to the public for operational priorities and programs, and,
second, coordination for the making of public safety policy under
democratic auspices.
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Managing the Future

I. INTRODUCTION
This report will identify and explore issues that must be addressed if the future
of law enforcement in Canada is to be managed successfully. The issues
examined are not exhaustive; many matters are left out that some readers will
consider vital. The selection has been prompted, first, by comments and
observations of Canadian police officers themselves. These issues will come as
no surprise to most professionals in the field. Second, the selection reflects my
own appraisal of the critical intellectual and managerial issues that hamper the
development of policing in Canada as well as in other English-spealdng countries,
such as Australia, Britain, and the United States. For the most part, I have
focused on issues that the police can resolve largely on their own, avoiding those
that will require high-level political or legal intervention - for example, the
question of appropriate policing for First Nations.
In my judgment, there are five critical issues in the future of Canadian policing.
First, recognizing that Canadian law enforcement is not in crisis;
Second, directing the police toward the achievement of practical goals;
Third, learning how to do community-policing;
Fourth, overcoming organizational rigidity;
Fifth, maldng all aspects of police performance responsive to appropriate
public oversight.

I shall calls these, respectively, the issues of Opportunity, Effectiveness, Strategy,
Organization, and Accountability. Each will be examined in separate sections of
the report. The report ends with a brief perspective on the challenges of the
future.

Bayley
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II. OPPORTUNITY
The foreign visitor to Canada is surprised and then dismayed to discover that the
country is experiencing a law and order crisis. Police and media consistently
represent the country as engulfed in rising crime, seizing on the violent deaths of
police officers or the shooting of women in Montreal to portray the public as
terrified, the police helpless, and the social bonds of civility and morality
dissolving. In public and private, police officials deplore increases in drive-by
shootings, growth in the drug-trade, the number of automatic and semi-automatic
weapons confiscated from criminals, and the gratuitous violence that accompanies
theft and robbery. Their greatest fears for the future center on the continued and
uncontrollable increase in drug-abuse and the likelihood of collective violence
from disadvantaged "visible minorities." As evidence for the latter, they point
to increased militancy in the pursuit of political goals, manifest in obstruction and
deliberate law-breaking, as well as open disrespect for police carrying out their
duties.
Statistical data on crimes reported to the police lend support to this portrayal, but
not unambiguously. The rate of violent crime against persons increased by 58%
from 1974 to 1988, with all but 8% of this occurring in the 1980s (Canadian
Centre for Justice Statistics) 1 . During the 80s, then, the violent crime rate rose
by 4.4% a year (See Table 1: Violent Crime Rates Against Persons - Index Total
and Component Offenses).
The increase in violent crimes against persons was accounted for largely by a rise
in assaults, particularly non-sexual assaults. They accounted for three-fourths of
all violent offenses in the index both in 1974 and 1988. They increased 57%
during the period, almost exactly the same as the total index. Non-sexual assault
made up 91% of all assaults in 1974 and 87% in 1988. Sexual assaults
skyrocketed in percentage terms (150%) and rose as a proportion of violent
offenses against persons, from 7% to 12%. Rape, however, the most serious
form of sexual assault, increased only marginally, from 12.8 to 14.8 per 100,000
persons. Homicide actually declined by 56% during the period, most of this
occurring in the 1970s. Robbery fluctuated erratically. The rate was 20% higher
in 1988 than 1974, but it .was highest in 1982 and the rate in 1988 was only
slightly above the rate in 1975.
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Table 1. Violent Crime Rates Against Persons Index Total and Component Offence. Totals, 1974-1988 (per 100,000 population)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Robbery-reported

79.8

97.8

90.7

87.5

87.8

91.5

105.7

111.5

114.3

101.0

96.5

93.4

94.6

90.5

96.5

Robbe ry -cleared

23.2

28.3

27.9

27.8

27.4

26.8

32.0

32.5

32.4

29.5

29.9

27.9

29.6

30.2

31.7

All Assault-reported

513.7 526.9 535.8 525.5 529.3 556.1 567.5 579.3 596.2 608.8 644.4 690.3 751.7 810.4 847.0

All Assault-reported
(non-Sexual)

468.8 484.0 492.6 481.3 483.8 507.4 517.3 528.4 543.9 552.9 575.0 605.8 538.3 707.1 734.5

Abduction-reported*

4.0

4.7

5.3

5.6

5.6

6.1

Attempted murderreported

2.5

3.0

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.3

3.5

3.8

4.0

3.7

3.8

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.3

Homicide-reported

5.4

6.3

3.0

3.3

3.0

2.8

2.6

2.8

2.9

3.0

2.8

2.9

2.4

2.7

2.4

Homicide-cleared

2.3

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.4

2.3

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.3

2.2

2.4

2.2

2.3

2.0

Violent Index Offencesreported

612.8 644.5 644.2 631.1 635.8 665.6 691.5 710.0 730.3 740.2 768.2 809.1 870.6 924.0 968.3

Violent Index O ffencescleared

402.2 407.2 413.3 413.6 417.6 437.7 454.1 463.1 471.9 484.8 519.7 552.4 593.5 640.1 671.7

••
Data only available 1983-1988
**Infanticide data were not included as this offence occured so anonymously that rates were not produced.
Source: Relative Trends, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada, Ottawa
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There is also support for the police view that they are operating in a more
dangerous, confrontational environment, but not perhaps as dramatic as they
would suggest. The rate of reported use of weapons offensively rose between
1974 and 1988, but much less sharply than the increase in violent crimes against
persons. Furthermore, the rate for the use of offensive weapons was no higher
in 1988 than it had been in 1980 (See Table 2: Use of Offensive Weapons and
Obstruction of a Police Officer - Incidents and rates, 19744988). However,
obstructing a police officer in the performance of his/her duty jumped
dramatically, by 98% overall, with the gre,atest yearly increase being from
1986-88.
On the other band, police officers were considerably safer in the 1980s than they
had been in the 1960s and 1970s, measured in terms of deaths occurring on
duty.2 During the 1980s 3 police officers were ldlled each year on average,
compared with 3.6 in the 1960s and 3.9 in the 1970s. The improvement in the
on-duty death rate - the incidence of de,ath in relation to the number of police
officers - was even more strikhlog. The rate was 5.6 per 100,000 in the 1980s,
compared with 10.9 in the 60s and 8.3 in the 70s.
Property offenses relative to population increased sharply from 1974 to 1988, but
were stable in the 80s, actually declining after 1982 (See Table 3: Property
Offenses).
Examining all offenses against the criminal code, including what the UCR calls
"other crimes," which include prostitution, gambling, arson, counterfeiting,
kidnapping, and indecent actions, the rate rose by 40% between 1974 and 1988.
Two-thirds of the incre,ase occurred in the 70s, one-third in the 80s. In other
words, while the rates for violent crime against persons, especially assaults,
continued to rise steeply during the 1980s, crimes of all sorts began to level off,
especially in the case of property offenses.
Lumping together all criminal offenses reported to the police, whether against the
federal criminal code or provincial and municipal laws, but excepting traffic
offenses, the crime rate rose by 25.5% during 1974-88, with the sharpest
increases occurring before 1981. The 1980s were relatively stable, with only a
2% increase between 1980 and 1988 (See Table 4: All Offenses Reported to the
Police, Excluding Traffic, 1974-88).
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Table 2. Use of Offensive Weapons and Obstruction of a Police Officer Total Incidents and Rates (per 100,000 population), 1974-1988

Offensive Weapons
Incidents

Obstructin¢ a Police Officer
Rate

Incidents
Reported

Rate

Reported

Cleared

1974

12,256

9,211

54.8

41.2

3,452

3,409

1975

14,246

10,457

62.8

46.1

4,062

3,975

1976

15,455

11,181

67.2

48.6

4,431

1977

15,535

11,298

66.8

48.5

1978

18,181

13,432

77.3

1979

17,098

12,901

1980

17,611

1981

Reported

Cleared

Cleared

Reported

Cleared

15.4

15.2

17.9

17.5

4,371

19.3

19.0

4,937

4,886

21.2

21.0

57.1

4,969

4,904

21.1

20.9

72.0

54.3

5,405

5,294

22.8

22.3

13,684

73.2

56.9

5,883

5,776

24.5

24.0

19,364

15,243

79.5

62.6

6,390

6,276

26.3

25.8

1982

19,478

14,861

79.2

60.5

6,218

5,930

25.3

24.1

. 1983

18,171

14,273

73.3

57.6

6,475

6,299

26.1

• 25.4

1984

17,624

13,935

70.6

55.8

6,253

6,078

25.0

24.3

1985

18,379

14,309

73.0

56.9

6,219

6,009

24.7

23.9

1986

19,054

14,620

75.2

57.7

6,897

6,604

27.2

26.0

1987

18,818

14,750

73.5

57.6

7,874

7,640

30.7

29.8

1988

18,808

14,529

72.7

56.1

7,922

7,721

30.6

29.8

.

Source: Relative Trends, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada, Ottawa

.
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Table 3. Property Offences - Incidents and Rates
(per population), 1974-1988

Incidents

Rates

Reported

Cleared

Reported

Cleared

1974

1,003,138

256,959

4,485.5

1,149.0

1975

1,096,621

277,003

4,831.5

1,220.4

1976

1,119,955

298,616

4,870.9

1,298.7

1977

1,118,185

294,774

4,804.7

1,264.6

1978

1,157,183

313,538

4,920.5

1,333.2

1979

1,250,158

324,569

5,264.4

1,366.8

1980

1,400,278

358,059

5,024.2

1,489.3

1981

1,496,145

383,509

6,146.4

1,575.5

1982

1,534,791

379,935

6,243.6

1,545.6

1983

1,487,466

393,630

6,000.8

1984

1,470,436

385,718

5,886.7

1,544.2

1985

1,470,346

390,753

5,842.4

1,552.7

1986

1,510,190

396,548

5,956.5

1,564.1

•

1,588.0

1987

1,530,631

395,266

5,977.3

1,543.6

1988

1,519,140

390,714

5,868.2

1,509.3

Source: Relative Trends, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada, Ottawa
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Table 4. Incidence of All Offences (excluding traffic)
Total Incidents and Rates (per 100,000 population), 1974-1988
Raies

Incidents
Cleared

Reported

Reported

Cleared

1974

2,128,870

1,013,664

9,519.3

4,332.6

1975

2,250,836

1,039,957

9,916.8

4,581.9

1976

2,304,843

1,078,608

10,024.3

4,691.1

1977

2,351,979

1,116,814

10,106.1

4,798.8

1978

2,433,132

1,167,185

10,346.1

4,963.1

1979

2,618,544

1,230,550

11,026.7

5,181.9

1980

2,825,981

1,296,649

11,754.1

5,393.2

1981

2,983,702

1,361,179

12,257.4

5,591.9

1982

2,977,335

1,283,673

12,111.9

5,222.0

1983

2,885,707

1,294,599

li,641.6

5,222.7

1984

2,844,508

1,258,839

11,387.7

5,039.6

1985

2,855,577

1,258,021

11,346.7

4,998.8

1986

2,992,382

1,330,000

11,802.6

. 5,245.8

1987

3,099,163

1,377,666

12,102.7

1988

3,091,961

1,379,867

11,943.8

'

.

5,380.0
5,330.2

Source: Relative Trends, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada, Ottawa
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Drug abuse is much less serious than the media and the police would have people
believe. The rate of drug offenses cleared by the police, relative to population,
rose enormously from 1960 to 1980, from 2.8 to 283.5 per 100,000 (Canadian
Centre for Justice Statistics). "Cleared" refers to the number of cases that the
police were successful in charging. Drug offenses are not reported to the police,
as are most other crimes, but are discovered by the police. Consequently, the
only official measure of drug offending is the number of offenses cleared by
charge. Since 1980 the rate has declined, stabilizing in 1983 at just over 200 per
100,000 population. This "plateauing" is surprising since the government
announced, with considerable fanfare, a national drug-abuse strategy in 1986, one
feature of which was enhanced law enforcement. Police officials, too, say that
their anti-drug efforts intensified significantly after 1986. The increased activity
was not reflected in the detection of more drug offenses, at least in the first two
years of the policy.
The use of heroin appears to have leveled off in 1979 (Blackwell, 1989).
Marijuana use peaked in the late 1970s and declined during the 80s. The
Government of Canada recently reported that 12% of adults reported having used
cannabis in 1980, 5% in 1985, and 6% in 1989 (Health Services, 1989). Cocaine
trends have been hard to estimate, in part because its use has remained small,
certainly by American standards. As the government study says, "a prudent
conclusion is that cocaine use in Canada has remained quite stable at a low level
over the past few years, and that in-depth monitoring of higli-risk populations will
be necessary in order to provide a more definitive assessment of trends" (p. 14).
Surveys of students show declining use of illicit drugs, as wèll as alcohol, during
the 1980s. To the extent there is a drug problem, it is concentrated in people
who are outside the school system. After studying data from a survey of drug
use among Ontario adults, Adlaf and Smart concluded "our data show sparse
evidence of an epidemic of drug use in the population at large" (1989, vii).
"Clearly our data here do not draw a picture of illegal drug use of epidemic or
greatly increasing proportions" (v). And the Health Services point out that there
are more former users than current users of all illegal drugs, especially among
adults over 25, which indicates that using drugs does not inevitably resuli in
lifelong addiction. Among adults over 18, 23.2% had used cannabis, but only
6.5% still did; for cocaine, 3.4% had used, 1.4% still did (Health Services,
1989).
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Pulling these threads together, Canadians would be justified in being concerned
about the rising rate of violent offenses against persons during the last few years,
especially the increase in non-sexual assaults. There is no cause of undue alarm,
however, with respect to sexual or property offenses. Moreover, drug abuse
shows signs of having stabilized, moving from an epidemic to an endemic, that
is, self-limiting, phase. The police are right to be concenied about the increased
use of weapons in crime and the likelihood that they will be obstructed in
carrying out their duties. But this has not placed them in greater personal
jeopardy. Indeed, they are much less likely to be Idlled on duty in the 1980s then
in either of the two preceding decades.
Because Canada is so large and disparate, the aggregate rates obscure substantial
differences in crime trends from place to place. Special attention should be paid
to crime rates in major cities, where the bulk of the population lives. Crime is
slightly more common and increases probably greater in large cities than in the
rest of the country. For example, in 1989 the criminal code rate for all offenses
was 9,273 per 100,000 people in all of Canada compared with 10,172 in Toronto,
11,267 in Montreal, 15,472 in Edmonton, and 18,815 in Vancouver. During
1980-89, the all-Canada rate rose by 11.3%, compared with 24% in Toronto,
20% in Montreal, 15% in Edmonton, and 33% in Vancouver. Violent crimes
against persons rose during the 80s in Canada as a whole by 40%, but varied
sharply among major cities - up 87% in Toronto, 44% in Montreal, 12% in
Edmonton, and 2% in Vancouver.
It is also important for Canadians to keep the scale of their crime problem in
perspective. Compared with the United States, Canada is very fortunate indeed.
In 1988 an American was three times more likely to be murdered than a Canadian
(Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice, 1988, and Canadian
Centre of Criminal Justice Statistics). American males 15 to 24 years old were
7.5 times more likely to be murdered than Canadians of the same age (New York
Times, June 17, 1990) 3. The American robbery rate was over twice the
Canadian - 212.7 versus 90.5 per 100,000. The American arrest rate for drug
offenses was 383 per 100,000, compared with Canada's 284 (Sourcebook of
Criminal Justice Statistics, 1988, p.481). Moreover, 5% of Canadian adults
reported having used cannabis in 1985, 15% of Americans had done so
(Sourcebook, 1988, p. 364). Fifteen percent of Americans also reported using
cocaine in 1985, while the Canadian rate was too small to estimate.
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Curiously, though, these striking differences in rates of criminality between
Canada and the United States are not a source of congratulation among
Canadians. Instead, they tend to wring their hands in the belief that Canada must
inevitably follow the frightening example of the United States. They do not pause
to consider that there may be differences in socio-economic structure as well as
culture between the two countries that would make this unlikely. For example,
an American observer immediately notices the absence of ghettos in Canadian
cities, such as large areas of long-term blight and poverty associated with ethnocultural and visible minorities.
Neither Canadian police nor the media appear to be particularly interested in
calling attention to the relative "good news" of Canadian crime in the last decade.
Newspapers continually write graphic stories about violence, youth gangs, and
drugs. In June 1990, for example, the Toronto "Globe and Mail" ran a story
about a rash of drive-by murders in Vancouver that had been committed by
Vietnamese gangs (June 23, 1990). The story asked whether these were
harbingers for other Canadian cities. Only at the end did the account rathér
lamely admit that the Vancouver police estimated the number of Vietnamese
gang-members at about 150 out of a total Vietnamese population of 17,000, and
that crime rates among Vietnamese were no higher than for other ethnic groups.
The day after an Edmonton police officer was killed in June 1990, CTV on
"Canada AM" interviewed a panel of two police officers and a University of
Toronto criminologist. After the criminologist contradicted the host's assumption
that Canadian society was becoming dramatically more violent every day, he was
pointedly ignored in favor of doom-and-gloom from the two police officers.
Police too are not careful in reporting crime trends, but often report figures that
malce crime appear to be surging rather than giving an even-handed analysis. For
example, the police force of a large city, presenting its plans for the future, made
protection of the "most vulnerable" segments of the community, namely, the
young, elderly, women, and the disabled, a matter of high priority. It justified
this by pointing out that between 1985 and 1989 victims of violent crime under
16 rose by 31.5%, among the elderly by 343 %, and among women by 48% .
But the report did not point out that young people under 16 and the elderly
constituted a declining portion of the victims of violent crime during that same
period. In other words, although more young and elderly persons were
victimized by violent crime in 1989 than in 1985, their safety had actually
improved relative to that of the general population. For women, victimization
had risen by 48% , but as a proportion of all victimizations, there had been a rise
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of only 1%. Considering as well that the young and the elderly are the least
victimized segments of the population, it is hard to make a case that they should
be given priority in police planning. They might be the "most vulnerable" in
terms of physical ability to defend themselves, but they are not the "most
vulnerable" in terms of rates or trends.
As "another indicator of growing violence," this police force reported a 78%
increase in the use of weapons in robberies and other, meaning non-sexual,
assaults during 1985-89. What the report did not point out was that robberies of
all sorts rose by 51.9%, so that most of the increase in robbery with weapons
reflected an increase in robberies generally. Moreover, guns were actually used
less often in robberies in 1989 than in 1985. The proportion fell from 27.3% to
22.5 % of all robberies. Gun use, however, did go up in the commission of
"other assaults," from 2.3% to 3.2%. Most of the increase in weapons in
robberies and "other assaults" came from knives, other sharp objects, and "other
weapons."
Both the media and the police have a tendency to use statistics, as Andrew Lang
said drunkards use lampposts, for support rather than illumination'. Crime
should not be minimized. On the oiher hand, it should not be magnified either,
and priorities should be chosen on the basis of real needs rather than popular
fears.
Not only do Canadian police perceive they are facing a rising tide of crime and
disorder, officers Of all ranks complain about increased demands being placed on
them at the very moment resources are being cut. Senior officers dwell
incessantly on the need for "doing more with less," while rank-and-file say they
are desperately overworked, carrying enormous case burdens or running
frantically from one radio dispatch to another.
With respect to personnel, almost all forces are indeed below authorized strength.
At the same time, the number of police is not declining relative to population.
Between 1962 and 1975, police strength increased by 73%, well ahead of the rise
in population. Since then it has risen only 10.9% (Centre for Justice Statistics),
(See Table 5: Police Strength and Population Since 1962).

Table 5. Police Strength and Population, 1962-1988
Fulltime Police

Total Population

Ratio (pop. per
police officer)
1

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987.
1988

27,744
29,023
30,605
32,010
34,069
35,881
37,044
38,589
40,295
42,630
43,762
45,809
48,075
50,663
51,193
51,778
51,716
52,018
52,922
53,689
53,663
53,177
-53,102
53,464
54,604
52,510
53,312

'

18,583,000
18,930,200
19,290,500
19,644,500
20,014,800
20,378,000
20,701,000
21,001,000
21,297,000
21,568,100
21,801,400
22,042,800
22,363,800
22,697,100
22,992,600
23,272,900
23,517,400
23,747,300
24,042,500
24,342,000
24,582,000
24,787,900
24,978,800
25,166,600
25,353,600
25,607,300
25,887,600

669.80
652.25
630.30
613.70
587.48.
567.93
558.82
544.22
528.53
505.94
498.18
481.19
465.18
448.00
449.14
449.47
454.74
456.52
454.30
453.39
458.08
466.14
470.39
470.72
464.32
487.66
485.59

1

•
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However, the ratio of police to population has remained constant since 1974 at
about one police officer for every 465 people. The police are not worse off now
than then.
In 1988 sixty percent of Canada's 54,000 police were employed by the five
largest departments - 25.6% in the RCMP, 10% in Toronto, 83% in Montreal,
83% in the OPP, and 8.1% in the QPF. Police are concentrated, as one might
expect, in the larger cities. Cities tend to have uniformly higher ratios of police
to population than the country as a whole. In 1988, when the all-Canada ratio
was one officer for every 486 persons, Toronto had one to 397, Montreal one to
258, Vancouver one to 393, and Edmonton one to 532. RCMP detachments, on
the other hand, ranged from one to 648 in Burnaby, BC, to one to 975 in
Ingonish Beach, NS, and one to 1038 in St. Albert, Alberta. In Ontario, regional
police forces tended to have lower ratios than the Canada average - Peel, 1/669,
Durham 1/774, Waterloo 1/715 - while detachments of the OPP ranged widely
- some much higher, at 1/200, some much lower, at 1/1500.
Even though the number of police has kept pace with population, they could still
be understaffed in terms of worldoad. Let us examine changes in work
represented by three types of situations police are expected to respond to, namely,
reported crime, calls for service from the public, and traffic accidents. One could
determine changes in the number of traffic offenses cited, but this would reflect
police priorities as much as conditions on the roads. In an. of Canada the number
of criminal code violations, excluding traffic, has risen steadily by not quite 50%
since 1974 (Centre for Justice Statistics). In 1974 there were 32.3 offenses per
police officer; in 1988, 47. With respect to violent offenses against persons, the
rise was proportionately even greater - from 2.8 to 4.7 per officer, an increase
of 67.7%.
Examining data from several large cities, violent crimes per officer appear to
have risen steadily over the last decade or so. This conclusion is impressionistic
because data are not available on violent offenses and numbers of police officers
for the same years among Canadian cities. For example, violent crime per
officer in Montreal increase,d over threefold between 1974 and 1989, from 1.8 to
5.2 per officer. Toronto increased by 72% between 1985 and 1989, from 3.6 to
5.0 per officer. Edmonton increased by 78% betwe,en 1980 and 1989, from 5.7
to 7.3 per officer.
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Traffic accidents tended to rise, but patterns varied. In Canada as a whole, the
number of violations of the criminal code for the dangerous operations of a motor
vehicle resulting in death or bodily injury quadrupled between 1974 and 1989.
This represents a doubling in both the rate per unit of population and the rate per
police officer. Data on traffic accidents of all sorts are not available on a
Canada-wide basis. Data on accidents from two cities that had longitudinal data
show a mixed picture. In Montreal, betwe,en 1972 and 1988, accidents rose
marginally, from 12.8 to 13.2 per officer per year (3%). In Edmonton, between
1981 and 1987, they actually dec lined per officer, from about 32.3 to 30.4. The
total number of accidents resulting in property damage or personal injury
declined, although the number of fatal accidents rose slightly. For what it is
worth, the rate per unit of population for all traffic offenses against both the
criminal code and provincial statutes, covering vessels, boats, and aircraft as well
as motor vehicles, tripled between 1974 and 1989.5 This represents a threefold
increase in the number of infractions per police officer as well, from
approximately 2.4 to 7.4 per year. Data from individual cities is too uneven to
compare.

1

Data on calls-for-service from the public and radio dispatches to police are not
available for the country as a whole. They also turn out to be surprisingly
difficult to uncover for individual forces as well. Based on data from Edmonton
and Montreal, it appears that police are more burdened with reactive
calls-for-service than in the past. Calls for service, surprisingly, did not rise
during the decade, but fell on a per-officer basis from 188 to 151 per yeax
(19.7%). In Montreal calls for service increased from 170 to 205 per officer per
year (20.6%).
For the RCMP, Canada's largest police force, the number of violent offenses per
officer doubled between 1974 and 1989, from 2.4 to 4.8. The increase per
officer for all offenses, including criminal code, provincial statutes, and municipal
by-laws, was 72% during the same period. Information on calls for service are
not available for the RCMP. Nor is information on traffic accidents. Traffic
enforcement actions, however, per officer tripled from 1974 to 1989, covering
offenses against the criminal code and provincial statutes for motor vehicles,
vessels, boats, and aircraft.

11

On the basis of this incomplete data, the conclusion would be that police are right
when they say the burden of work placed on them is greater th an it was several

Si
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years ago. Although their numbers have kept pace with population, they have not
kept pace with the work required of them.

With respect to financial support for police, Canada spent about $4.6 billion in
1989, which worlcs out to about $179 per person (Statistics Canada 1990).
Longitudinal data, unfortunately, is not available, so one cannot determine
whether the costs of policing are rising or falling for the country as a whole. I
have managed to collect some information for the RCMP, Edmonton, and
Montreal.
The RCMP budget rose from $471 million to $1,052.5 million between fiscal
year 1979-80 and 1988-89. This represents not quite a doubling of resources in
real terms, that is, corrected for the rate of inflation, which rose about 62%
during the 80s (Statistics Canada, 1990).
The police budget in Edmonton tripled (196%) during 1976-87. In per capita
terms it rose 2.3 times, from $55 to $130 per year. Both increases are ahead of
inflation, which was 136% during the period. During the 80s, expenditures on
the police continued to rise but at a slower rate of increase. Between 1981 and
1987 Edmonton's police budget rose 41.8%, which was a decline of about 12%
in real terms. Relative to the number of police officers employed, it rose by

35.7%, indicating that increased expenditures were not going into hiring of new
personnel. Since about 85% of police costs were in personnel, one can conclude
that most of the increment in expenditures per officer went into salaries and
fringe benefits.
In Montreal between 1972 and 1988, the police budget more th an tripled, rising
from $94 million to $315 million per year. _On a per capita basis, the budget
increased even more, from $48.21 to $179.52. This increase is almost equivalent
to the rate of inflation. Increases in expenditures per officer rose almost exactly
as much, indicating again that emoluments for police steadily rose.

According to information collected by the Peel Regional Police, the per capita
costs of policing in 1989 were highest among major police forces in Toronto,
followed by Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa, Edmonton, Peel, Winnipeg, and
Calgary (See Table 6: Comparative Police Strength and Financial Support, Major
Police Forces, 1989).

Table 6. Comparative Strength and Financial Support
for Major Police Forces, 1989

Authorized
Budget

Authorized
Authorized Police/Population Ratio
Police

Per Capita
Costs

Force

Population

Metro Toronto

2,225,000. . $451,064,700

5,563

1:400 •

$202.73

Montreal

1,798,000

309,797,600

4,517

1:398

172.30

Calgary

678,000

66,314,000

1,147

1:591

97.81

Peel

641,500

79,082,000*

1,033

1:621

117.33

Winnipeg

618,300

66,088,969

1,139

1:543

106.89

Edmonton

583,872

84,297,000

1,097

1:532

144.38

Vancouver

440,000

69,511,700

1,048

1:420

157.98

Ottawa

324,000

50,588,700

601

1:539

156.14

*Includes policing of Caledon 1989 Budget—$2,836,200
Source: Peel Regional Police, 1990
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It is important to point out that by American standards the remuneration of
Canadian police is excellent, even allowing for differences in the value of the
dollar. Examining major forces, a first-class constable is paid about $48,000 plus
20% fringe benefits. Vancouver, for example, pays a base salary of $52,000,
Toronto $48,000, the OPP $47,400, and Halifax $46,000. In the United States,
"senior patrol officers" were paid an average salary of $20,600 in 1987
(Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics, 1988), In the largest American cities,
which would be a fairer comparison, the salaries for ranks comparable to a
Canadian first-class constable were probably about $32,000 plus fringe benefits.
Canadians are doing very well by their police.
General-duties or patrol officers represent the front-line of police. As the Aussies
say, uniformed personnel work at the "coal-face" of policing. Wherever one goes
in Canada, police maintain that uniformed patrols are stretched to the brealdng
point. Senior officers say they cannot adopt new strategies, such as community
policing, without sacrificing their ability to respond to the public's requests for
service; frontline supervisors complain that there are not enough constables to fill
shift rosters; and constables grumble that they run frantically from call to call,
responding perfunctorily to each, with no hope of building rapport with or
knowledge of the community. Calls-for-service, it is generally agreed, are
swamping Canadian policing and act to impede innovation in the redesign of
police strategies. Strangely, however, it is almost impossible to document this
point. With rare exceptions, neither senior officers nor shift supervisors can say
what the average number of dispatches received by patrol units is. After spealdng
volubly about the burdens of patrolling, they can provide no hard information
about the actual incidence of calls-for-service.
Considering the importance of calls-for-service as a measure of worldoad, as well
as the continual complaints about their overwhelming number, I tried to collect
information about them wherever I went. The Vancouver and Montreal police
had the best information, and readily available. In Vancouver during the first
quarter of 1990, there were 40,467 dispatched calls-for-service, involving 14,512
crimes. The daily average was, therefore, 111.9. These were handled by 460
officers regularly assigned to uniformed patrol. On any given day, of course, the
full complement was not available. Generally in Canada, officers work about
1700 hours a year, or about 45 weeks of forty-hours.' Thus, only 86% of
assigned patrol personnel are available for work every week. In fact the figure
is lower due to sick leaves and spe,cial assignments, but this shortfall is impossible
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to estimate. So Vancouver had 396 officers at most on the street each week.
Assuming that officers work an average of five days a week, then each day 5/7ths
of the roster might be present - making a daily effective street presence of about
283. If these offic,ers were assigned equally among thre,e eight-hour shifts, there
would be 128 officers available to respond to 37.3 dispatched calls for service per
shift, assuming, dubiously, that the calls are distributed equally among all shifts.
If officers worked alone while on patrol, thus equating patrol officers with patrol
units, each unit would handle 0.4 calls per eight-hour shift. If all units were
staffed by two officers, then there would be 0.8 calls for each unit per shift.
Since the average time spent on each dispatched call in Vancouver is 58.4
minutes, patrol officers working alone would be obligated by calls-for-service for
23.2 minutes each tour and paired officers for 46 minutes each tour.

In 1988 Montreal dispatched 925,773 calls for service, which were handled by
3,394 district police officers (Annual Report, 1988). Assuming that 60% of
sworn personnel were assigned to mobile patrolling, effective patrol strength was
2,036. Perforrning the same calculations as above, patrol units, assuming
around-the-clock two-person patrols, would be handling 4.8 calls per shift. If
they had single-person patrol units, the figure would be 2,3.
The Ontario Provincial Police handled 506,527 calls for service in 1989 with
approximately 4526 police officers. Because 50.4% of members are assigned to
patrol/general-duties and each officer works 1744 hours a year, the average
number of calls per eight-hour shift is 1.02, assuming single-person patrols.
A study of small town RCMP detachments in Nova Scotia in the early 1980s
showed there were about 1.1 radio dispatches per shift per officer (Murphy 1986,
pp. 263-74). A study of a suburban Toronto police force in the early 80s found
2.3 dispatched calls-for-service per patrol unit per shift (Ericson 1982). The
commander in one of Toronto's busiest divisions estimated recently that his 18
patrol cars handled a total of about 25 calls per shift. That would malce 1.4 calls
per car-shift. Research staff in the Edmonton police department estimate that
there are three to five call s per car-shift. Senior managers in the Peel Regional
force make their best guess at 4 to 6.
Perspective on the burdens of policing can also be obtained by calculating the
number of crime occurrences per police officer. This would be only a partial
me,asure, of course, of the worldoad of uniformed patrol officers. For criminal
code crimes only, but excluding traffic, the all-Canada average was 47 per
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uniformed officer in 1988. Among selected forces it ranged from 86 in
Edmonton to 23.9 for the OPP.
While this might seem a reasonable criminal caseload for police officers to handle
on a yearly basis, not all officers are assigned to duties directly responsive to
criminal complaints, nor are they all available for work every day. A fairer
measure, therefore, would be to estimate the number of criminal code offenses
that patrol officers must respond to in a year. Comparing figures from several
forces, it appears that in order to make the equivalent of one officer available for
365 days a year, 1.5 officers must be hired. Thus, in 1988, rather than 53,312
officers being available for work every day in Canada there were 35,541. Since
on the average 60% of police strength is assigned to patrol, there would have
been 21,325 officers to handle 3,091,961 criminal offenses of all kinds,
2,504,593 of them violations of the criminal code, excluding traffic offenses.
Each day, then, there would have been approximately 21,325 officers, less those
assigned to administrative chores, to handle 6,862 code offenses and 8,471 crimes
of all sorts. Since both crime and police personnel are distributed over the same
number of shifts, each officer would have had to handle on the average 0.32
criminal code offenses and 0.40 crimes of all sorts while on duty. Notice that
this figure is, rightly, less than the number I calculated for calls-for-service per
patrol officer.
These calculations lead to the conclusion that if there is burnout and stress among
frontline personnel it probably does not stem from pressures of work. Two to
four calls for service per tour, involving less than one crime every two touts,
would not se,em to be a burdensome amount of reactive work to handle. What
is not known, of course, is how long this work actually takes. Some events are
very time-consuming, others can be handled quicldy. Nonetheless, I think it is
reasonable to conclude that the pressure of work on frontline personnel may not
be as great as it is often portrayed. Clearly, this is a topic that ne,eds a great
deal of further study.
These calculations support my own experience over many years riding with patrol
officers in several countries. Despite claims that officers in a particular
precinct/division/district/detachment were working flat-out responding to calls,
rarely does this turn out to be the case in fact. Inevitably I am told, "You should
have been here last week" or "This is certainly unusual."
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We are confronted, then, with two conflicting sets of information: testimony from
patrol officers that they are overburdened and statistical evidence that they are
not. How can these be squared? I suspect that officers often do feel overworked
and stressed. But the source of the burden is not the extern al environment, as
they think, but other conditions of work, in particular the requirements of the
police organization itself, for example, for higher levels of proactive enforcement,
for correct reporting, for discipline, and for rostering. It is more acceptable for
officers to blame the environment rather than the organization which employs
them. Furthermore, police officers, like the rest of us, like to dramatize how
hard they work. Because po licing is highly responsible, often unpleasant, and
sometimes dangerous, police officers think they are under greater stress from
their work th an they really are. To some extent, police officers are probably
talldng themselves into "stress," as part of the image of being a police officer.
Surveying the circumstances in which police work in Canada, as I have just done,
shows that the present moment is not a crisis for law enforcement but a precious
opportunity to take stock and think constructively before a more worrisome future
unfolds. Police resources are not declining relative to population, although the
volume of work has undoubtedly risen during the past one or two decades. The
police are well supported financially, both institutionally and as individuals.
Canadians still appe,ar willing to shoulder increasing per capita costs of policing.
The reactive worldoad appears m an ageable. Perhaps most important of all,
Canada is not faced with a crisis of crime, drug addiction, or public disorder.
Unfortunately, however, Canadian police are talking to the public, as well as
among themselves, as if conditions were so fearsome and pressing that they were
about to lose control of public security.
The first issue for Canadi an policing, then, it to stop magnifying the difficulties
of policing, especially the volume and nature of crime. So doing raises fear
about crime beyond what is justified and hampers the search for creative
strategies to handle existing problems. Necessity may sometimes be the mother
of invention, but often it is an excuse not to think. By disguising the true facts
about policing and crime, Canadian police are diverting attention away from what
really needs to be done. They are creathig a climate of opinion, especially among
themselves, that places responsibility for any shortcomings in performance on the
external environment rather th an on themselves. This is convenient, but it is not
responsible.
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This stance vis-a-vis the community is, of course, traditional among police.
Raising the red flag of disorder has been successful in the past in ensuring
resources. The problem is that resources alone, then, are perceived as the
solution to crime, rather th an the practices of policing itself. Moreover,
"continuing public misperceptions about the amount and seriousness of crime may
lead to alarmist demands for more police crime control" (RCMP, 1989). The
police must seize this moment of non-crisis to contribute to a dispassionate
understanding of the ordering needs of Canadian society. Policing must not be
driven by defensive myths, but by intelligent analysis. The first step in facing the
future consists in abandoning the posture of helplessness on the part of the police.
Circumstances are not beyond control, although they may become so if
approached in customary ways. There is no excuse in current circumstances for
failing to take responsibility for formulating creative and adaptive strategies for
meeting the future.
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III. EFFECTIVENESS
Despite the practical, hands-on character of police work, operations gerierally are
formalistic, done without real concern for whether desired goals are achieved.
Police organizations are governed by tradition, not by considerations of
effectiveness. In this they are more like universities than businesses, driven
largely by instinct and habit rather than by pragmatism and analysis.
Let me give some examples of this curious impracticality. All police forces,
apart from very small ones, assign similar proportions of their members to each
line of work regardless' of substantial differences in social conditions. Moreover,
these proportions have remained fixed for many years, unaffected by changes in
social conditions. In Montreal during 1974-88, patrol officers made up 64-67%
of personnel, except for 1977 when they rose to 69%. Detectives have been
17-20% of personnel and traffic 5-8%. The only notable change occurred in
administration, which fell. from 14% to 8% in 1973-75, but has not budged since.
Crime prevention varied slightly from 0.1% to 0.6%. Toronto assigned 81% of
its -.members to field operations in 1970, covering district patrols, traffic, and
investigators, compared with 88.7% in 1988. In 1970 patrol and traffic personnel
were 69% of total members; in 1989, 82%. Criminal investigators, both
headquarters and field staff, were 9% in 1970 and 15.8% in 1989. In Edmonton,
patrol accounted for about 50% of strength during the 1980s, criminal
investigation 15%, crime prevention 3%, and SWAT 4%. Administration alone
showed a marked change, declining from 5% to 2% of sworn officers. The
Ontario Provincial Police currently have 50% of its members in
patrol/general-duties, 11.5% in criminal investigation, and 26% in administration.
In the RCMP among the officers assigned to contract policing, 63.3% are
assigned to detachments, which means uniformed patrol and response; 8.1% to
investigations; 13% to traffic; and 16.4% to operational support (RCMP, 1990).
Obtaining information about trends in the assignments of police officers is not
easy. Most forces cannot produce such breakdowns from computer files, but
have to go back to written records, and even then it requires a lot of digging.
It is also of interest that the proportions of RCMP personnel assigned to federal
law enforcement as opposed to contract policing has remained fixed over the last
twenty years, about 29% and 50% respectively. The remaining personnel are in
support services and administration. Law enforcement obligations at the federal
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and municipal levels might expand at the same rate. At the same time, RCMP
planners have candidly acknowledged that the organization has never studied its
enforcement obligations under 622 statutes not falling directly under its exclusive
jurisdiction (Solicitor General, 1986). Nor does it appear that explicit criteria
have been developed for staffing the 29 statutes that make up the core of the
RCMP's federal mandate.
The point is that policing is not organized to solve problems. It is organized to
staff assignments. And there is only general agreement about what each
speciality is to accomp li sh. This is particularly true for general-duties, the most
numerous speciality. 'What exactly is the contribution that general-duties officers
are expected to make to public security? How does one know when they are
performing effectively? What aspects of crime are they supposed to manage?
Because their charge is unspecified, they are judged by the volume of activity,
regardless of its efficacy, such as patrolling and being available for emergency
response. The same is only slightly less true for detectives and traffic officers.
Unless what the police are to accomplish is spelled out, staffing cannot. be
rationally done. In this situation, resources tend to be assigned on the basis of
internal bureaucratic agreements negotiated among commands over long periods
of time.
The same observation applies to the allocation of personnel to geographical
commands. Criteria are usually rough-and-ready. Montreal, for example, bases
its allocations to different district stations on a formula weighted 50% on crime,
30% on the size of the commuting population, and 20% on the number of
industries and businesses. In the late 1980s many police forces began studying
the feasibility of developing allocation formulas, based on criteria related to
operational needs. The RCMP developed SARPLE (Standards Assisting Resource
Planning and Law Enforcement), for example, to determine the optimal level for
staffing rural detachments, and PARRS (Preliminary Analysis of Resource
Requirements System) for municipal detachments. As in Montreal, weights were
assigned to various criteria - crimes iiwestigated, distances covered, hours
expended on different taslcs - to ensure that needs were met. The OPP is
experimenting currently with a similar system developed by the Illinois State
Police.
Development in this direction is commendable and should certainly be
encouraged. It is also instructive, however, that operational commanders instantly
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resist this kind of managerial innovation. They much prefer the old
bureaucratic-politics game, rather than losing control to a cut-and-dried formula.
The shortcoming of these efforts at making the allocation of personnel more
efficient is that the determining c riteria are "outputs" rather than "outcomes."
That is, personnel are still assigned in relation to police activity, such as
processing files or travelling to calls-for-service, rather than accomplishing social
purposes, such as reducing crime or maintaining order. The process, indeed,
sometimes produces a paradox: if crime falls, then the formula say that fewer
police officers are needed. It would be just as reasonable to incre,ase the number
in the hope that crime would fa ll even farther. The personnel allocation process
is, and probably will continue to be, problematic, because there is no stomach for
analyzing the links between what police do and what they hope to accomplish.

Another example of the impracticality of policing is the incongruence between the
strength of patrols and the occurrence of criminal emergencies. Around the
clock, as well as through the week, patrol strength in most forces is invariant,
despite the fact that study alter study has shown that most crime emergencies
occur during the evening and early morning hours and that they increase during
the week, pealdng on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Occasionally forces will
attempt to address this problem by having shifts overlap during the prime-time
. n. By and large, however, managers and
hours or by adding an additional platoo
the rank-and-file like rotating equal-strength shifts. This may not make much
sense in terms of public security, but it treats all uniformed officers equally and
saves commanders from having to make managerial decisions.
Even more curiously, the number of patrol units (vehicles) on the street may
actually decrea.se at night, during the busiest times, because of the two-officer
rule. In some cities cars are "put down" in the evening because there are more
vehicles than patrol-officer pairs. It is worth observing in passing that even
though enforced paiiing of patrol officers makes sense in rural areas, where
backup is presumably farther away, the RCMP bas never had such a rule.
Considerable variations also exists among Canadian cities. Some cities c ling to
the rule mechanically; others require only a certain proportion of patrol cars to
have two-persons. Even though police associations cling to the rule like grim
death, it is not clear that it achieves the objectives even they have in mind,
namely, protecting officers from injury.
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A great myth of policing is that police care a great deal about maintaining a
visible street presence. One of the most elusive figures in policing is the number
of patrol units on the street during different times of the day. Most departments
quite literally do not know the effective average strength on the street. Even
more telling, although police know exactly the ratio of police to population, they
do not calculate the ratio of actual patrol officers on the street to population. For
example, on 1 July 1990 the Metro Toronto Police Department had 4281 police
constables. Seventy-three percent - 3129 - were assigned to operational field
units, specifically to 16 divisions and 3 traffic units. Because they were
distributed among five shifts, only 626 would be on thé street at any given time.
During the evening hours, when an overlay platoon is provided, the total could
be 939. In addition, normally only 70% of officers rostered are available for
duty. Thus, Toronto's three million citizens for most of July 1st were served by
438 patrol officers. Rather than one officer for every 398 people, there was one
for 6,849!
Other cities are the same, and not just in Canada. In August 1990 New York
City had 24,732 *active" officers of all ranks, 17,312 assigned to patrol. On a
four-shift system, street strength during any eight-hour period was optimally
4,328. However, if only 70% were available for duty, as in Toronto, there
would be only 3,030. New York's frontline street presence, then, was one
officer for every 2,640 persons.
What would the public think if it realized that for every new police officer hired
it got, roughly, one-tenth of a police officer more on the street? Or, to get one
additional street cop, the city needed to hire ten? Given such figures, can the
police still continue to argue that street presence is crucial to the maintenance of
public order? Or that an additional ten, one hundred, or even one thousand
officers would make a difference? Another way to look at this is that the cost of
getting an additional uniformed officer on the street is not $57,600 ($48,000 plus
20% frffige benefits), but more than half a million dollars, given what might be
called the ten-percent rule.
Police budgets, too, are only loosely related to objectives. Because about 85%
of police budgets nationwide are devoted to personnel costs, budgets are
constructed largely in terms of assignments.' Commanders of the major
functional commands, such as field operations, traffic, and criminal investigation,
handsomely acknowledge the importance of other units, but strenuously argue that
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maintaining the strength of their command is essential to police effectiveness.
What is wholly lacldng in most budget deliberations is a connection between
resource expenditures and the problems of disorder police are created to treat.
Competing commands often make their arguments for increased resources,
meaning people, with reference to exactly the same facts - more robberies, more
drugs, more B&Es. Except for a few task forces, crime problems are not
"owned" by the major commands. As a result, money is not allocated to deal
with problems; it is allocated to maintain unit resources in the face of problems.
Similarly, little of the research done by police departments is directed at showing
whether existing strategies and allocations are useful in meeting law-and-order
objectives. In part this is because research in police organizations is not well
developed, even though it is often given formal viiibility by being attached to the
office of the chief. Research and planning units do very little evaluation of
program usefulness. Most of their time is devoted to reviewing operational
procedures, framing plans for program implementations, and preparing public
documents. The other reason for the lack of genuine evaluation is that police
organizations have never worked out what different ldnds of police activity are
supposed to achieve. All activity is supposed to reduce crime, with the
contribution of each functional command being taken largely on faith. The crime
"problem" is rarely broken down into component parts and given to particular
commands as their responsibility. There is little programmatic connection
between the allocation of resources and objectives. that might be measured, such
as raising the street price of heroin, reducing B&Es, stopping a decline in real
estate values, malcing streets safer for the elderly, recapturing parks from drug
dealers, and reducing armed robberies in convenience stores. What precisely is
the responsibility of each command for these?
By the way, I am puzzled by Canadian clearance rates, a traditional me,asure of
police performance. First, Canadian rates vary a great deal from place to place.
Montreal's rate has been 21% for a long time, while Toronto's is 51%, as is
Vanc,ouver's and the RCMP's. Second, Canadian rates are very high by
American standards, which in the aggregate are more like Montreal's, at about
21%. American rates, moreover, are based on a more, not a less, forgiving
criterion, namely, arrests rather than charges. Perhaps Canadian police are
simply more efficient, just as the Canadian population is more law-abiding. But
this would seem to be a matter that deserves study.
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Several police forces, notable the RCMP and Metro Toronto, have recently
carried out long-term assessments of environmental trends that may affect
policing, thus creating an explicit basis for modeling the needs of the police.
Though such developments are encouraging, I would like to sound a cautionary
note.
First, "future's' exercises may be undertaken for manipulative rather th an
more to sway public opinion, often throughanlyticreso,dg
fear-mongering, th an to provide perspective on expected trends.
Second, environmental scans can be intellectually empty if all they do is present
projections based on past trends, for ex-ample, with respect to aging, immigration,
or employment, without exploring their impingement on the police and their
problems. That Canada will change in important ways in the next decade is
obvious; that these will lead to a deterioration in public security or make police
work harder is not obvious. Future planning must carefully and explicitly
examine the kinds of impacts socioeconomic developments may have on what the
police must be prepared to do. This requires an understanding of the empirical
connections between environmental factors and crime or disorder. Few futurists,
whether police or social scientists, know much about the causes of crime. They
simply assume that any change will make the future more complicated, hence
malting police problems more diffi cult. Such "scanning" is meaningless because
it is presumptuous.
The RCMP's 1989 strategic plan is almost unique in my experience in pointing
out the contradictory effects of future trends on police problems. For example,
it noted that although an aging population may be more vulnerable to crime, an
aging population commits less crime. At the same time, an aging population may
have other problems that the police may want to address, such as abuse by family
members or emergency medical care. Trends ne,ed to be disaggregated in their
effects and their impacts worked out with respect to those responsibilities. that
belong specifically to the police.
Third, to be helpful for operational planning, scanning needs to be focused on
manageable areas or "communities" within large jurisdictions rather than on
police departments as a whole. Most scans are too broad-based; they do not
allow planners or commanders to see how the character of different
division/districts/detachments will be affe,cted by future developments. This
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failure reinforces the tendency for policing strategies to be managed centrally and
frustrates the creative adaptation of resources to emerging problems.
The loose connection between police resources and social objectives is indicative
of a general shortcoming in policing, namely, the absence of management.
Although management information-systems are developing rapidly in most large
forces, senior officers still lack critical pieces of information. For example, they
do not know, nor can they easily find out, the nature and volume of
calls-for-service from the public, the "hot spot" locations for recurrent criminal
offenses, the number of officers available on the street by time and day, the
proportion of officers assigned to different lines or work, the proportion of the
budget assigned to different problems, and the time devoted by officers,
especially patrol officers, to various sorts of duties. It is only a slight
exaggeration to say that senior executive in police do not know what the public
is asking them to do, what their members are doing, or whether existing
allocations of resources are better or worse than any others.
Furthermore, senior officers rarely manage in any meaningful sense. Instead,
they appoint. While evaluating personnel is a crucial skill needed by top
management, it is no substitute for the continual reexamination of institutional
procedures. Senior officers tend to blame programmatic shortcomings on
individuals. Community policing will work if only we get the right people to lead
it; the success of detachments depends on their commanders; we need to get a
take-charge guy to take over drug enforcement. The unique obligation of senior
managers is to create systems that will achieve organizational goals even when
staffed by run-of-the-mill people. Senior managers must do more than look for
Jack to praise or blame; they must learn to ask what they, and only they, can do
by means of revising training, accounting, resourcing, supervising, auditing,
rewarding, and disciplining. Frontline supervisors, such as sergeants, move
bodies; senior officers move systems.
The root of the problem is that police organizations do not develop managers,
they promote supervisors. Successive ranks merely supervise the work of
subordinates. Police executives do not recognize that each level within a complex
organization may have unique responsibilities. Only senior managers, for
example, can frame budgets, develop incentives, and devise training curricula.
Bob Lunney argues that there are only four levels in policing - workers,
supervisors, managers, and executives (1989). Taldng advantage of this insight
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will require police, first, to develop distinct tasks for each command level and,
second, to restructure the ranks so as to coincide with a functional hierarchy.
Some of these lessons are beginning to be learned in Canadian policing. This can
be seen in discussions about the need to appoint on the basis of merit rather than
rank; of the desirability of training officers for careers in management outside of
police institutions; and of the value of appointing skilled civilians to senior
executive levels. Such developments need to be encouraged.
What this all adds up to is that Canadian police, like their counterparts in other
countries., are "loosely coupled" to their environment (Murphy, 1986: 393-407). 8
Environments change from place to place and ye,ar to year; police dispositions do
not. What the police do is not carefully organized to accomplish the ends for
which they were created. Quite literally, police organizations are not designed
to be effective.
The lack of concern with institutional effectiveness can be viewed cynically as the
police acting in their own interest to the neglect of the public's. "Modern police
organizations are dominated by symbolic and functional strategies aimed at
maintaining organizational legitimacy, stability, growth and influence" (Murphy
1986, 403). Or it can be viewed as the result of circumstances beyond police
control, such as a diffuse mandate, military command-organization, and
sub-professional education levels. Whatever the rea.son, the result is the same:
the management of police operations is almost never subjected to tests of
effectiveness.
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IV. STRATEGY
Strategic development in Canada during the 80s was dominated by "community
policing." The phrase is used to characterize the approach taken by every major
force to the delivery of police services. Every "mission statement," themselves
innovations of the 80s, refers to it. The essential ph ilosophy of community
policing is nicely captured in the words of the Commissioner of the RCMP
(Commissioner's Directional Statement 1990, p. 3):
"Community policing is not a self-contained program but a method
and a style of delivering most police services."
"This broad responsibility is fulfilled by demonstrating local
accountability and treating the community not as a passive
recipient of police services but as an active agent and partner in
promoting security. It requires establishing as operational
priorities those problems that disturb the community most,
adopting a proactive, problem-solving approach and measuring
effectiveness by the degree .of public cooperation received and by
the absence of crime and disorder in a community. It is a
generalist rather than a specialist style of policing and it is built on
community consensus rather th an the unilateral view of the
police."
The formulation that community policing is a philosophy rather than a program,
which has become universal in police circles, is sensible in that it allows
programmatic development to fit local circumstances and perceptions of need.
On the other hand, because programmatic content is vague, everyone can claim
to be doing it. I have seen "community policing" applied unexceptionably to foot
patrols, community liaison committees, and proactive problem-solving, but also
to the intensification of self-generated law enforcement, as against drunk driving
and speeding, and to strike forces working undercover against habitual offenders.
Moreover, this formulation suggests that community policing can be achieved by
changing the attitudes of officers rather th an redirecting the programs of
departments. It implies that the management of community policing can
concentrate on the orientation of individual officers rather than the re,organization
of the system for the delivery of police services. It is easy to add training
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lectures on community responsiveness; it is hard to reorganize operational
procedure to accommodate community responsiveness.
Although there is a great deal of posturing about community policing in Canada,
there is also an enormous amount of genuine programmatic innovation. I will
review some of these and then discuss the issues that must be addressed if the
philosophical promise of community policing is to be achieved. I shall discuss
only programs where the rhetoric of community policing has been reflected in
concrete changes in traditional operations. In this way I escape from the problem
of defining community policing, allowing experience across Canada to inform our
understanding, but also avoid describing "community policing" that is only a
gloss on traditional activities. If community policing represents the strategic
frontier, it must involve developments that are genuinely innovative.
Community policing in Halifax takes the form of team-policing. Begun as a pilot
project in 1986 and now expanded citywide, Halifax created teams combining
patrol officers and detectives within each of the city's three patrol zones. Central
investigative units have been reduced in size, their personnel reassigned to zone
teams, often in a supervisory capacity. Most criminal investigations are now
carried through by uniformed constables, often worldng in partnership with
detectives. Crime prevention activities, too, are performed by the tea.ms rather
than headquarters personnel. The focus and character of field operations are
determined through team discussions and are informed by monthly meetings with
"Community Advisory Councils." Foot patrols are discretionary; citizen
volunteers have not been recruited to assist the police. Halifax's team policing
has been brought about without the appropriation of additional money.
Beginning in 1985, Montreal began appointing constables as "Roder" to work
with small communities to improve security and order. These "los" - islands or
atoms - are composed of 50 to 100 families, usually selected from an area with
lots of pedestrian activity where there was a disorder problem of some sort.
Ilotier, or community police officers, devote eight hours to their ilo distributed
over 21 shifts. In Montreal officers serve 21 shifts every 35 days. In practice,
community police officers usually allocate the eight hours during their 14 day and
evening shifts, when people may be contacted. Ilotier roster themselves for
community duty as needed, usually working for short periods of an hour or less
at a time. By the summer of 1990, there were 297 ilos , with plans for
expanding to 360 by the end of the year. Eventually all of Montreal is to be
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covered, with every constable having an ilo. Several districts (police stations)
have created "citizens advisory councils." In effect, Montreal's community
policing involves giving responsibility for problem-solving and
community-relations to individual constables worldng part-time in small areas.
Community policing in Toronto is essentially foot patrols with community liaison.
Each division (police station) has created a foot patrol platoon which works
wherever local commanders think they are needed. Foot patrols are not
responsible for community liaison, nor do they organize crime-prevention
activities. These functions are carried out by separate personnel assigned to every
division. The department has recommende,d cre,ation of district "police-citizen
liaison committees," but progress has been slow. Members of the committees are
chosen by divisional commanders. There is one mini-station and a few mobile
vans which are used as sub-stations.
The Ontario Provincial Police began appointing "Community Police Officers" in
1990 in all of its 17 districts. These officers are assigned territories, usually
covering several small municipalities, in which they organize a citizens' advisory
committee and establish a police office. The community police officers are
responsible for answering dispatch calls-for-service and for generating plans for
addressing crime and order problems, with the help of the advisory council.
Officers are assigned full-time to community-police work, rostering themselves
according to the needs of their "patches." Some have chosen to work mostly
days and evenings, others "swing" with their platoons. Since they work primarily
in rural areas, foot patrolling has not been an important feature. Citizen
volunteers have not been recruited to help staff the police offices. By July 1990
Community Police Officers with Community Advisory Committees had been
created in over 100 areas covering 700 local governments.
Edmonton's experience with community policing began in 1987 with the
assignment of 21 officers to designated beats identified with "hot spots," that is,
areas continually generating many calls-for-service. The community police
officers are assigned fulltime to each beat, where they establish a police office except in the case of some downtown beats - staffed, if possible, by citizen
volunteers, and oriented to facilitating community crime-prevention. Although
beat officers respond to emergency calls within their areas, they are supported by
regular mobile patrols. In order to facilitate problem-solving, they have tried to
form "community liaison committees," but suce,ess has been mixe.d. It has
worked relatively well in stable, middle-class neighborhoods, but not at all well
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in the downtown core, inhabited by poor and transient people. Beat officers do
a great deal of foot patrolling. Although contacting the public is stressed by all
foot patrols, downtown it tends to take on a more traditional interrupting,
checldng, and enforcing character. Edmonton has also enlisted about 130 people,
mostly women twenty-five to forty-five years old, as "Victims Advocates" to
assist victims of crime. They contact all victims of serious crime, supporting
them through any court appearances.
Community policing in Vancouver is team policing based on four patrol areas in
each of the city's two divisions. Begun in 1975, the teams are responsible for
developing working relations with important groups within their areas that have
an interest in crime-prevention. These may be taxi drivers, bar owners,
block-watch leaders, gays, and ethnic minorities. Vancouver has not created
normal advisory committees either in the patrol areas or the divisions. Storefront
police offices were tried in the early 1970s but abandoned as too costly. Bach of
the eight patrol teams is assisted by one fulltime crime-prevention officer. A
headquarters crime-prevention unit has developed a variety of citywide anti-crime
programs, such as Crime Stoppers, school liaison, and citizen-band mobile
patrols. Its major effort since 1988 has been the redevelopment of Neighborhood
Watch as Block Watch, based on a -Seattle model that has been successful in
maintaining high levels of public participation. This has been a besetting problem
of community crime-watches. There is a Victims/Witness Services unit, run from
headquarters and made up of about 175 volunteers, the majority of whom are
20-35 years of age.
The Victoria police have created five mini police-stations in 1987, on the Detroit
model, emphasizing community crime-prevention. The stations are located in
high crime neighborhoods, often where there are many elderly people and many
retail stores. One officer is assigned fulltime to each inini-station, which is
supplemented by citizen volunteers.
For the RCMP, the only forcewide community policing program is the
appointment of "community consultative groups," representing a cross-section of
a detachment's population. Progress toward this goal has been uneven as some
division and sub-divisional commanders have taken the view that new consultative
groups are not needed as long as local commanders have close, regular contact
with community members. The RCMP has a long inventory of crime-prevention
programs that it offers detachment commanders, who may apply them as they see
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fit. These include rural watch, merchants' watch, block watch, bicycle safety
programs, and school visitations. Commanders are expected to adapt operations
to local needs, and they are "audited" for compli an ce. Crime-prevention officers
are attached to each sub-division and to some of the larger detachments. Foot
patrols are discretionary, though encouraged. The RCMP has long had satellite
offices for its patrols, mostly in rural areas, but they are not accessible to the
public. It is beginning to experiment with storefronts in Nanaimo on Vancouver
Island and in Prince George and Chilliwack in mainland B.C. Senior citizens
have been recruited to run the Naniamo office. Victims' services are beginning
to grow. For example, Bu rn aby, B.C. uses 35 volunteers, mostly over 50 years
old.
As this brief review shows, community policing in Canada is not a singulàr
program. It is apples, oranges, and bananas. Some community policing ventures
are not much more than business as usual, based on a territorial reorganization
of tra.ditional patrol work. Others involve team policing or non-interactive foot
patrols. In a few, police officers have been given fulltime responsibility for
In some
community liaison, crime prevention, and problem solving.
community-policing schemes the operational agendas belong to the police, in
others they arise from the community. Community liaison varies, from ad hoc,
to formally constructed; or to nonexistent. Foot patrolling is still relatively rare
as a proportion of total patrol activity, and still more rarely is it a vehicle for
community outreach. In a few cases, evaluation of community policing programs
has been done - notably in Edmonton, Halifax, and Toronto during the early
stages. For the most part, evaluations have focused on the process of
implementation rather than the impact of programs.
From this diverse but rich experience, some lessons are painstaldngly being
learned about community policing. Obviously there is not much to be learned
when community policing is used as window-dressing for standard operations;
but, when it involves intensive community interaction, fulltime assignment of
community-police officers to beats, and cooperative crime-prevention and
problem-solving, then certain measures are found to be essential to success.
rust, community policing cannot be done unless officers are specifically assigned
to it and their time protected in carrying it out. Local commanders must not
regard community-police officers as a reservoir of free labor to be used to relieve
pressures in other areas.
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Second, personnel assigned fulltime to beats as community-police officers must
respond to calls-for-service, at least to emergencies. If they do not, they lose
standing in the eyes of their patrol colleagues.
Third, fulltime community-police officers must be allowed to roster themselves
according to the requirements of their work. Rotating and compacted shift
schedules undercut continuity of contact in problem-solving and community
liaison.
Fourth, police departments must design new criteria for the evaluation of
community-police officers. The standards for customary patrol work are not
appropriate.
Fifth, middle-rank officers must learn to facilitate, not simply supervise,
community policing. Community policing leads to novel demands on police
organizations, which supervisors too often resist.
Sixth, senior commanders lack an understanding of what community policing
involves in terms of practical work. Because •their own patrol experience has
been so different, they must make an effort to learn about the new mission from
community-police officers themselves.
Seventh, opportunities need to be created for community-police officers to get
together regularly for psychological support as well as to share tradecraft.
Whether substantive community-policing becomes an important part of Canadian
policing remains to be seen. Heartening beginnings have been made, but it is too
soon, I believe, to say that it has become institutionalized. The bureaucratic
corner has not yet been turned. Whether this occurs depends in large me,asure
on the determination of Canadian police forces. They must decide whether they
are willing to allocate resources to it and away from traditional operations. All
across the country commanders say they cannot do community policing unless
they are given additional personnel. By the way, a few forces have launched
ambitious programs of community-policing without increased support - for
example, Edmonton and the OPP. Undoubtedly some fat can be wrung out of
existing operations. I believe that officers have substantial amounts of
uncommitted time which, if it can be aggregated, could be used for community
policing.
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Canadian policing faces a confrontation of paradigms - reactive containment of
crime by the thin . blue line versus proactive problem-solving through the
mobilization of community resources. This formulation does not imply that
reactive policing is not valuable. As one young OPP community-police officer
said forthrightly, "police are expected to be a pillar in the middle of the night."
Indeed they are and so they must remain. But because new resources are unlikely
to flow to policing, Canadian police must be willing to explore whether
community policing w ill pay long-term benefits that will reduce the traditional
reactive load. This will take daring and imagination. Unless short-run risks are
taken, however, community policing will never become much more than a
public-relations gimmick, an add-on to business as usual.
The paradigmatic confrontation is being intensified by the development of new
technologies for policing, especially the expansion of data-bases accessible
through computers to officers in patrols cars and promising new methods of
solving crimes, such as computer fingerprint-matching and DNA an alysis. These
technologies raise the crime-fighting efficiency of the police. Police departments
will be choosing, whether they recognize it or not, between assigning personnel
to crime-prevention through intensive community interaction or to
crime-prevention through enhanced technology-assisted law enforcement.

Investing in community policing, even at the expense of customary operations,
especially random mobile patrolling, may not be as risky as m any think. If,
indeed, public investment in policing is leveling off, then the only way "to do
more with less" is to mobilize the human resources of communities. From this
perspective, community policing may be the only growth strategy available to the
police in the near future. Furthermore, community policing may forestall the
very situation most police officials fear most, namely, collective violence in poor,
ethnic communities. It may be the ounce of prevention that is worth a pound of
cure.
Canada has one great advantage, especially over the United States, in exploring
community policing. Although not generally appreciated by the police
themselves, Canada has considerable experience with community policing that is
readily available within many police organizations. I am referring to the policing
of rural are,as. Policing is vastly different in character in rural as opposed to
urban settings. The RCMP is justified, to some extent, in being. as relaxed as it
is about community policing because liaison with local communities has been a
feature of detachment life for generations. It is paradoxical that community
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policing has been developed in North American cities and is now being
introduced by the RCMP and OPP to rural areas. The larger forces that cover
non-urban jurisdictions, including some regional forces, have an _opportunity to
tap knowledge of community policing that already exists within their
organizations. Such expertise has largely been written off as anachronistic and
nontransferable. As Chris Murphy observed,"traditional small town police may
soon discover that they have all along been slightly ahead of their time" (Murphy,
1990). The question for Canada, then, is how to bring the policing of Ingonish
Beach to Halifax, of Nanaimo to Vancouver, and Gull Bay to Toronto. Canada
has living laboratories in community policing, ready to hand in many
departments, if it will only look.
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V. ORGANIZATION
Part of the reason that police forces are not responsive to changes in social
setting, as we saw earlier, is that their organization is inflexible at key places.
There are two issues, especially, that will have to be confronted if policing is to
become more effective - first, the organization of criminal investigation and,
second, the distribution of command over field operations.
There are two classic roles in policing - street patrolling and criminal
investigation, in effect, the Bobby and the detective. These two functions coexist
uneasily in most forces. There are three parts to the problem: (1) division of
labor, (2) command, and (3) status.
First, a division of labor has arisen in policing between the initial response to
crimes and the subsequent search for the culprit. By and large, uniformed
constables handle the initial response, but then hand cases on to detectives. This
distances constables from investigations, making them feel like menials, lower in
status than detectives. It may also impede criminal investigation because
follow-up questioning may be deferred too long. On the other hand, when
uniformed patrol officers are allowed to pursue investigations, calls-for-service
may be neglected and complex crimes may not be solved because specialized
skills are not utilized.
Current practice in Canada varies more than one might think. Montreal and
Toronto exemplify the minimalist role for uniformed personnel. Patrol officers
respond to criminal occurrences, preserve the scenes of crime, do initial
questioning of victims and potential suspects, and make out occurrence reports.
Except for a few minor crimes, they pass cases on to detectives, even the
processing of arrested persons. In Montreal uniformed personnel defer to
detective sergeants in each patrol group or to district detectives; Toronto
constables defer to divisional or headquarters detectives. Vancouver has
essentially the same system, with patrol officers handing over to detectives if a
case would keep them out of service for more than an hour or so.
The RCMP exemplifies the maximalist role. By long tradition, uniformed
officers investigate all cases except those which are technically complex,
multi-jurisdictional, or inordinately time-consuming. Halifax police recently
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moved in this direction. With the advent of team policing, uniformed constables
are encouraged to pursue criminal investigations according to solvability criteria.
If especially complex work is involved, cases are turned over to the team
corporal, who is a detective. In these cases the corporal will be assisted by a
uniformed, generalist police constable. According to Chappell, expanding the
investigatory role of uniformed personnel was a goal of many Canadian forces in
the early 1980s (Chappell et. al; 1982). It continues to be advocated by people
who are concerned about the low status of uniformed patrolling, as well as by
people who think that community contacts are invaluable in solving crimes.
The maximalist role that bas been the RCMP tradition may be in danger of being
eroded due to circumstances beyond its control. In its more urbanized
detachments, such as those of the lower mainland in B.C., uniformed officers
complain that they have less time for follow-up investigations than they do in
rural detachments. As a result, they believe rural detachments are much better
training grounds for young officers than urban ones. Whether this leads to more
perfunctory investigations on their part and quicker hand-overs to detectives are
matters that should be studied. Observers believe that "citified" mounties still
carry more files for investigation than their uniformed counterparts in Vancouver
and most other large cities. In a study that would be valuable to replicate in other
forces, the RCMP in B.C. found that 27% of all crime occurrences are solved or
written off immediately. Of the 73% that require follow-up investigation, most
are carried by the uniformed watch (Oostoek, 1990). Seventy percent of all cases
are closed within fourteen days. Uniformed constables spend an average of 26
minutes on-scene at occurrences, 31 minutes if writing up their notebooks is
included.
The challenge for policy-makers is to determine whether the existing division of
labor in most urban police departments is useful. Should criminal investigation
be monopolized by detectives? What would be the impact on patrol operations
of expanding investigative responsibilities? What would be the impact on solution
rates? And on morale? Open-minded consideration of this sacrosanct division
of labor is urgently needed, but is unlikely in most forces.
Second, criminal investigation has historically been one of the major commands
in Canadian policing, . along with uniformed operations, administration, and
support. The trend today is for criminal investigation to be decentralized, with
command responsibility devolving onto uniformed commanders in the field. In
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Edmonton, Vancouver, and RCMP divisions (provinces), there are no deputy
"chiefs" for criminal. investigation. Decentralization of criminal investigation
took place in Vancouver and Montreal in the mid-70s, in Halifax in 1986-87. In
Vancouver and Montreal detectives dispersed to field units monopolize
investigations, while in Halifax the team-based detectives are assisted by
uniformed constables. Small he,adquarters units of specialized investigators
continue to exist, but are often subordinate to the uniform chain of command.
Even where there is a deputy chief for criminal investigation, as in Montreal and
the OPP, they command only small centralized units, with most detective
personnel dispersed to field offices under uniformed command.

Decentraliza.tion of criminal investigation with subordination to the operational
chain of command seems generally well accepted today, although rumblings about
This new
the "good old days" c,an still be heard from older detectives.
dispensation could be upset in the future if new centralized criminal investigation
units are created to handle high-profile and very technical cases, such as
commercial crime, environmental offenses, and possibly bias-related crime.
Third, detectives traditionally represent a rank as well as a job. In the OPP, for
example, detective positions begin at the rank of corporal. In Montreal,
appointment to criminal investigator is made only from the rank of sergeant.
Toronto has flopped back and forth. In 1975 it abolished equivalence between
the position of detective and the rank of sergeant, but reinstituted it in 1989. The
RCMP is the great exception to the Canadian practice of treating detectives as a
promotion grade. By long tradition, uniformed constables handle most criminal
investigations as well as visible patrolling.

Criminal investigation in most police forces, then, is not simply a functional
speciality, it is a status based on promotion, pay increments, and perks, such as
the opportunity to work out of uniform and to escape from shift-work. As a
result, criminal investigators constitute a powerful interest group within policing
that opposes attempts to raise the status and responsibilities of uniformed
personnel. Protection of the privileges of detectives is a critical impediment to
organizational change in most police departments.
The second major organizational issue that Canadian, police must confront is how
to achieve effective decentralization of command over field operations. The key
word is "effective," because no one seriously disputes that field operations ought
to adapt to local conditions, both in cities as well as in rural areas.
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Decentralization is also regarded as an essential element in community-policing,
where local prôblem-solving is emphasized along with solicitation of community
input. Field commanders are expected to devise appropriate solutions to specific
crime and disorder problems.
The great question is whether effective decentralization is really taldng place. To
what extent do field commanders take responsibility and exercise initiative? If
you pose these questions to senior officers, they will immediately say that
policing does indeed change from place to place, that creative adaptations occur
commonly. However, when they are pressed for examples, they become vague
and begin to talk about the differences in social conditions between commands
rather than differences in what police do. They argue inferentially, but can
rarely, in my experience, cite concrete examples of differences in the delivery of
policing services.
I am sceptical about the amount of initiative that is being taken by commanders
despite formally decentralized systems. Police activity looks remarkably similar
wherever one goes. Circumstances change, police operations do not. Therefore
I offer as an hypothesis that the delivery of police services is virtually identical
throughout Canada regardless of its environment. This is a crucial matter for
further research.
It is worth noting in passing that the command of units in the field is exercised
by officers of quite different rank among Canada's forces. In large cities,
divisions and districts are commanded by superintendents. In the RCMP,
however, detachments are usually commanded by NCOs. The standard RCMP
detachment has 6-14 personnel, with a sergeant in command (RCMP, 1990). Of
the 614 RCMP detachments, only 8 are commanded by superintendents, 183 by
This discrepancy in the match between rank and command
corporals.
responsibilities among Canadian forces suggests either that rank and skill are not
closely associated or that RCMP sergeants are a much higher caliber than their
countemarts in cities. The bottom line is that if the work done by RCMP
sergeants and municipal superintendents is similar, either the former are
underpaid or the latter are underemployed. Another explanation for the varied
staffing of what should be similar responsibilities is that command is mainly
supervisory and rarely managerial. 1 shall return to this point in a moment.
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There are many reasons why the character of police operations might be relatively
invariant. Fhst, field commanders have almost no discretionary resources to play
with. The use of personnel, which is their major resource, is restricted by rules
- about equal staffing of shifts, maximum hours of work, the number of officers
required in patrol cars, and the division of labor between uniforms and detectives.
Physical equipment is provided by headquarters. Local commanders have only
nickels and dimes, most of it for supplies, that they may spend as they wish.
Second, discretion is limited to a narrow range of short-term tactical choices,
such as the handling of parades, protections of VIPs on a visit, and changes in the
incidence of crime. Although they can expand foot-patrols, move personnel from
uniforms to plainclothes and vice-versa, or intensify patrols in particular sectors,
they cannot continue such expedients indefinitely without feeling pressure from
above and below.
Third, the performance of local commanders is judged according to a limited
number of criteria. Invariably these are changes in crime rates, relative either to
local past experience or to other areas with similar conditions; clearance rates;
number of discretionary enforcernents, such as traffic citations; adherence to
procedures of the department; and, finally, "staying out of trouble," which means
keéping the rank-and-file from behaving improperly. Initiative can be displayed
only after commanders have answered calls-for-service, investigated crimes, and
kept discretionary enforcement at acceptable levels. Adaptation to local needs,
which one hears so much about, occurs only after these priorities are met.
Fourth, police organizations send conflicting signals about the desirability of
displaying initiative. I have heard senior managers criticize field commanders for
not taking responsibility, but worrying almost in the same breath that they will
"go local."
Community policing will intensify this tension by increasing the influence of local
communities. Even in far-flung forces, like the RCMP and the OPP, the
authority of central headquarters has been much greater than that of local
authorities. RCMP detachment commanders say candidly that they are RCMP
first, local police second. Montreal faces the same problem on a small scale
because the boundaries of it,s 24 police districts coincide with those of 29
municipal governments. It is trying to learn how local . accountability can coexist
with metropolitan government.
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Fifth, police forces fear a loss of control over subordinates more than they fear
rigidity in the exercise of command. Because of the fatefulness of mistakes,
police forces inhibit initiative. Intellectually and organizationally, it is difficult
to disentangle disciplinary from operational control. Demands for
"accountability" on the part of the public can retard the achievement of effective
command decentralization.
The general point is that formal decentralization may be a smokescreen for
lock-step policing. If, as I suspect, decentralization is more a matter of form than
substance, then Canadian police' must revise their management systems or
abandon a key tenet of community-policing. In order to encourage meaningful
. ope within which initiative may be
command initiative, they must define the sc
exercised, provide incentives to encourage it, develop new criteria for judging
performance, avoid penalizing creative mistakes, and provide greater local control
over resources. It is not a matter of letting the managers manage. They will not,
unless it is in their interest to do so. The responsibility for achieving effective
command decentralization, if that is what Canadian forces genuinely want, rests
with senior managers rather than local commanders.
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VI. ACCOUNTABILITY
Saying that accountability is an important issue in the future of Canadian policing
raises in most people's minds questions about the control and discipline of
individual officers. This is indeed an important aspect. But there are two wider
issues that will loom as large, which must be separated from the first. They are
the issues of accountability over police policy , rather than just police actions, and
accountability for developing policies with respect to public order, rather than just
policing. I will treat each in turn.
Canadian police are feeling hard-pressed and defensive because of encroaching
control over police behavior from outside the institution . They complain
continually about the restrictions placed on them by the Charter of Rights, by
procedural requirements of legislation such as the Young Offenders Act, the
Freedom of Information Act, and new provincial police acts, and by the
expansion of the powers of civilian complaints tribunals. They are not being
paranoid; supervision of police actions by agencies outside the police is much
tighter than even a few years ago. As a consequence, many police feel suspected,
harassed, and denigrated. It seems that every time they turn around another
commission of inquiry is meeting someplace, the Supreme Court is faking away
another tactic of criminal invéstigation, or legislation is being passed stipula.ting
how police are to behave.
It may not be generally recognized that Canada is moving vigorously to formalize
complaint procedures and to involve the public in their hearings, probably more
rapidly than the United States. The United States pioneered such procedures in
the late 60s, but today more Canadian forces, it seems to me, are subject to some
form of civilian complaints oversight than are American forces. This is partly
because Canadian complaints practices sometimes have a provincial basis,
covering many forces, while American procedures are strictly local. Although
resistance by the Canadian police will continue, the movement is too well
launched to be turned back. It will, therefore, continue to agitate the police for
several years to come.
With respect to restrictions stemming from the Charter of Rights, I hope that
somebody in Canada is studying their effect on police activity. The general
conclusion in the United States, even among police officers, is that many of the
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Supreme Court's decisions, notably Miranda and Escobedo, have not been as
detrimental to police effectiveness as was initially feared. Many Canadian
investigators, too, are more relaxed about them than public utterances would
suggest. The elaboration of legal rules over police activities after 1982 provides
a unique opportunity for longitudinal research of the before/after kind. Police
charges of being fettered should be examined with an open mind.
Although fairness, equity, and protection of rights are beyond price, guaranteeing
them is not without cost. The burdens of accountability have èertainly risen for
the police. Bob Lunney, Chief of the Peel Regional police, calls the modern
police constable a "fettered functionary of the legal system," noting that he/she
carries as many as 80 items in their briefcases in order to assure compliance with
the legal requirements of law enforcement (Lunney, 1986). Policy makers are
obliged to study the costs of accountability because resources diverted to it must
come from someplace.
Police themselves are giving concerted attention to lessening the paper-burden.
As well they should. Peel Regional police officers, for example, consider 90
minutes to be very good for processing a standard arrest; Vancouver police and
RCMP officers in B.C. say they spent two and one-half hours on a driving under
the influence (DUI) arrest. Clearly even marginal gains per event would save
huge amounts of time, and hence resources, when aggregated over large numbers
of patrol and investigating officers. Indeed, I suspect that greater gains could be
made in increasing the street presence of the police by reducing the time
consumed by procedures than by hiring additional personnel.
The second issue of accountability concerns police policy, that is, the exercise of
oversight for the activities of the police as an organization rather than the actions
of individual members. In fact, some perspective on policy matters comes from
analysis of civilian complaints, a point which is gradually being recognized by the
police themselves (Shearing 1990). The crucial question is whether police policy,
concerning priorities and strategies in particular, should be left to police or
subjected to public oversight.
There seems to be general agreement in Canada, certainly among the police, that
policy is not and should not be set by politicians. Although Canadian authorities
have never claimed that chief police officers are responsible only to law, as chief
constables have argued in Britain, that seems to be the practice. Provincial and
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municipal police boards and commissions, let alone politicians, seem to be blank
slates on which the police can write their own operational policies. At the same
time, however, governments are asldng for greater accountability for the
expenditure of resources. The police, too, have contributed to the legitimacy of
accountability over policy through their espousal of community policing. One
premise of it is that police policies, at least w. ithin small areas, should be
responsive to community insight and discussion, not only with respect to priorities
but with the style of policing as well. Paradoxically, then, although Canadian
police are resentful about intrusions into policy-maldng by macro-political
institutions, they are encouraging exactly such intrusions from micro-political
levels through a host of consultative groups and committees. This may turn out
to be a very clever, though inadvertent, gambit on their part to blunt the pressure
from recognized political sources. Or it may be that community consultation
under the aegis of community policing whets the public's appetite for further
accountability in the policy area. In either case, the whole issue of the
appropriate location for exercising accountability for police policy is taldng on
new life in Canada at the moment.
The structure of Canadian policing, which is unique among large
English-spealdng countries, will undoubtedly influence what occurs. The
maintenance of minimal standards over local police is assured because
responsibility for law enforcement is lodged with the provinces. So a precedent
for oversight already exists, which has been expressed in police boards and
commissions. At the same time, the Canadian system provides a local option in
creating police forces. Divergence in performance is reduced by the practice of
contracting, which is Canada's unique contribution to modern policing. For these
reasons Canada has more forces than Australia (461 versus 8), but has avoided
the anarchic duplication and lack of standardization of the United States (over
15,000 forces). Combining operational flexibility with widely shared standards
is a major accomplishment, and provides Canada with a big head-start in finding
a solution to the second accountability issue.
The structure of Canadian policing also provides an unusual opportunity for
evaluation that is not being exploited. Like the United States, it has many
laboratories in policing, where variations in operational performance can be
evaluated. Unlike the United States, however, its laboratories are not all
different. Since responsibility for policing is concentrated in a few places - the
provinces and the federal government - organiz,ational variations in conditions of
service, procedures, and structure are reduced. Localities are not sovereign in
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how they organize policing. Furthermore, Canada has several forces of very
large scale, such as the RCMP, OPP, and QPF, as well as some of the regional
forces, which have the resources to study effectiveness comparatively in a variety
of jurisdictions. The RCMP, for example, has 614 detachments that could be
stratified by social environment and the scale of operations so that the
effectiveness of different opera.tional policies could be tested. Police forces
cannot do this in the United States because they do not have the resources for
interjurisdictional research.
Natural experiments in policing are occurring all over Canada that should be
studied. For example, there are variations in mechanisms for handling
calls-for-service without dispatching patrol cars, in combining community
patrolling with deployment for emergency response, in reducing the number of
false alarms from business premises, and in defrayùig the cost of policing mass
events privately sponsored.
Canadian police need never leap before they look. One of the greatest
contributions to maldng the police more accountable would be the development
of the capacity of provincial and federal governments to foster systematic
evaluation on a comparative basis of the effectiveness of varying operational
policies. This would also require selecting and promoting senior police managers
who appreciate the value of testing and evaluation.
Granting, then, that there is legal leverage and historical precedent for public
examination of police performance, lodged with the provinces for local police and
with the federal government for the RCMP, the following questions arise:
(1) should public oversight be extended to judging operational effectiveness, and
(2) should lower levels of government share the prerogative?
Two positions will probably emerge, which I shall call the structural and the
evolutionary. The structural solution would be to confront the issue head-on
through legislation devolving some provincial responsibilities for policing onto
local communities. The justification would be that unless police forces are made
locally accountable, they will not be sufficiently responsive to local needs and
opinion. This argument has been made with respect to the RCMP, whose
organizational environment has been characterized as being "closed, insular,
formal, and bureaucratic" (Murphy, 1990, p. 4). In contrast, small municipal
police forces "as resource dependent organizations, are relatively open to
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community influence, are devoid of elaborate internal bureaucratic structure, and
are operationally responsive to local community expectations" (Murphy, 1986,
361). Such differences, it has been suggested, account for the higher crimes rates
found in municipalities policed by the RCMP as opposed to independent forces
in communities of the same size (Murphy, 1986, 294-331).• The RCMP has a
more enforcement-oriented style, while municipalities are more likely to
emphasize servicing and informal sanctions. Another explanation may be that
RCMP crime-counting practices differ from those of municipal forces. Every
occurrence becomes a "file" in the RC1VIP, and hence more likely to become an
official UCR statistic. Municipalities tend to verify occurrences more thoroughly
So, arguably, the RCMP may overreport and
before counting begins.
municipalities underreport.
The evolutionary solution would be to encourage greater community supervision
over the police through consultation of the kind envisaged in community policing.
More than either Australia or the United States, Canada has shown that
standardization is compatible with operational decentralization, especially through
the contracting mechanism. Despite Murphy's fine research, I am unwilling to
dismiss the possibility that the RCMP, OPP, and QPF are adapting locally and
accommodating community opinion even while operating as powerful, centrally
directed, bureaucratic systems. The de jure decentralization of authority to
regulate police .forces may not be necessary to ensure community responsiveness.
That has been the American assumption. Canada has experimented more than
other continental English-spealcing countries with coupling police forces of large
scale with an awareness of the importance of local responsiveness. What is
needed, once again, is careful study of the extent to which this goal is being
achieved operationally. The long-term promise of community policing, then, is
that it is a mechanism for discovering whether large police forces can become
community responsive without legislative intervention.
The third issue of accountability has to do with tlie making of public security
policy as opposed to police policy. Achieving desired levels of public safety is
not the responsibility of the police exclusively. Although police officials have
sometimes pretended that it is, thoughtful members of the profession are well
aware that wider ranging solutions are necessary to problems of crime and
disorder, that will involve participation by schools, housing authorities, welfare
agencies, employment services, and so forth. As soon as crime is broken down
into types of events in particular places, the need for coordinated solutions
becomes apparent (Asbury, 1990). Crime is many problems involving different
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sorts of events - drugs, prostitution, gambling, drunken driving, commercial
frauds - that occur in different places - housing projects, bank offices, upscale
residences, subways, retail stores. The "problem-oriented" approach within the
community policing movement is built on this understanding. Community police
officers: when they are allowed to devise solutions to local needs, quickly
discover that they must address underlying conditions of communities, bringing
to bear the resources of the public sector, through all its agencies, with those of
the private sector. It is to the credit of the police, again, that they are
encouraging programs that raise this novel issue of accountability.
That the ordering-needs of Canadian society are greater than the police can meet
is reflected in the growth of private security in the last two decades. Between
1971 and 1986, private police grew by 82.5% (51,220 to 93,500), while public
police grew by 42.8% (38,855 to 55,555). Private security personnel are
everywhere - in banks, shopping malls, sports arenas, subways, pedestrian
skyways, high-rise condominiums, and residential communities. As a Canadian
expert has said, "when Canadians experience policing it is more likely „to be
'private' policing than 'public' policing" (Stenning, 1990, p. 172).
The Canadian public has acicnowledged through the marketplace that crime and
disorder are more than the police can handle. The police, too, know this, and are
slowly adjusting activities at the grassroots to reflect it. What the country lacks
are macro-level institutions, outside the police, that can study and develop
society-wide programs for the alleviation of crime and disorder. 9 If policing
cannot be left to the police, then to whom? Canada must answer this question.
As matters stand, many agencies and organizations are doing things that are
presumptively related to the maintenance of order. But no one is responsible for
public-security policy as a whole, apart from government whose attention is fitful
and inexpert. For the public police to become truly accountable, they must be
given tasks within a framework of anti-crime policy that is responsibly generated.
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VII. CONCLUSION
It is not accidental that this appraisal of Canadian policing began with
effectiveness and ended ,with accountability. The overarching issue is maldng the
police responsive to the public's conce rn s with crime by becoming more effective.
This will entail making sure that resources are used to instrumental ends and that
the organization of policing becomes more flexible and adaptive. All of this
begins with helping them to define their mandate.
In facing the issues of the future, Canada possesses enormous strengths. Its
police are well paid, educational levels are high, training is extensive, buildings
are modern, and communications are state-of-the-art. The analytic capacity of
police departments is growing, as is the development of information-bases and
information-management systems. Senior officers, by and large, are
knowledgeable, not just about operational matters but about the strategies of
policing. Police forces are becoming self-conscious in the best sense. The level
of discussion about policing in the country is very high, with heartening
collaboration occurring among police, academics, and other government officials.
Canada's police systems provide for the maintenance of high standards of
performance while allowing for decentralized operational control. It has a
tradition of creating responsible, nonpolitical bodies to supervise the police, both
with respect to individual behavior and organizational policy. Finally, Canadian
law enforcement is not in crisis. Public safety is high by the standards of other
developed nations.
The challenge for the country, and its police, is to grasp this precious moment of
opportunity to make intelligent innovations in order to forestall the crisis that
everyone fears.
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ENDNOTES
1.

The violent crime index of the Uniform Crime Reports includes homicide
(including murder and manslaughter), infanticide, attempted murder,
assault (sexual and non-sexual), other sexual (non-assault) offenses,
abduction, and robbery.

2.

I am grateful to Professor Philip Stenning, Centre of Criminology,
University of Toronto, for providing this information, which is part of a
larger study he will publish shortly.

3.

The respective rates were 2.9 per 100,000 in Canada and 21.9 in the
United States.

4.

Scottish poet, 1844-1912.

5.

Data furnished by the Canadian Center for Justice Statistics.

6.

Hours paid and hours worked are different. Toronto officers work 1768
hours a year, the OPP 1744, Montreal 1500, and the RCMP 1800.

7.

In the RCMP the proportion of the budget devoted to personnel was 85%;
in the OPP 80-85%; and in Montreal 95%.

8.

The phrase is not original with Murphy, although his application of it in
a police context is. See Karl Weick (1976) and John W. Meyer and
Britain Rowan (1977).

9.

I ani indebted to Professor Philip Stenning, Centre of Criminology,
University of Toronto, for this point.
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